
 

EVALUATION FORM A 

EARTHQUAKE DRILL EVALUATION FORM 

 

Date/Time:June 29, 2012 / 9:00 A.M 

Place of Drill:ICEHS-Santiago Annex 

Evaluator:  Mr. Arnel Bendejo 

Location During the Drill:ICEHS-Santiago Annex Covered Court / School Ground 

 

1. Is the siren loud enough to be heard by all the drill participants? 

Yes / No If NO, please elaborate __________________________________ 

2. Did the drill participants practice the “Duck, Cover and Hold” technique during the Alarm Phase 

(while the siren is being sounded)? Yes / No If NO, please elaborate_______________________ 

3. Did the drill participants a.) evacuate during the Alarm Phase b.) waited for the siren to stop before 

evacuating c.) others, please elaborate______________________________________________ 

4. Did the drill participants follow their designated routes to evacuation area? 

Yes / No If NO, please elaborate __________________________________ 

5. Did the drill participants a.) run b.) walk casually or c.)walk faster  than normal during the evacuation 

phase? Please specify a, b or c. 

6. Did the drill participants bring any first aid kit or any item noticeable during the evacuation phase? 

Yes /No If NO, please elaborate __________________________________ 

7. Did the drill participants conduct the headcount during the headcount phase?  

Yes / No If NO, please elaborate __________________________________ 

8. Is the evacuation area big enough to accommodate the evacuees? 

Yes / No If NO, please elaborate __________________________________ 

9. Any other problem observed during the drill that might need to be addressed? 

Please elaborate No problems were found during the drill. 

10. How long did it take for all the drill participants to vacate the building and time to reach the 

designated evacuation area? It takes 3 minutes for all the drill participants to vacate. 

11. Did the drill participants a.)stay in the evacuation area b.) move to other place c.) go back to the 

building without instruction? Please specify a, b, c 

12. Observed number of drill participants (estimate will do) 484 drill participants 

13. Any untoward incident observed during the drill? All the students participated as per instructed. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



EVALUATION FORM B 

Primer on “How to Conduct an Earthquake/Fire Drill in School” 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

 

We would like to request you to evaluate the effectiveness of the PHIVOLCS primer on “How to 

Conduct an Earthquake/Fire Drill in School” in order to improve it further. 

 

1. Are the instructions in the primer very clear? If not, why? 

Instructions were very clear to understand. 

 

2. Which part of the primer is difficult to implement and why? 

It is difficult to implement the ways on how to prevent fire. 

 

3. In order to improve future drills, which part of this primer needs improvement? 

There should be more actual demonstration next time for better understanding. 

 

4. What do you think would be the other form of media that this primer be best represented? 

Example: Poster, VCD, Comics, etc. 

It would be better if you have some Audio-Visual presentation like Video clips, actual earthquake 

and fire scenarios. 

 

 

 

 

Date/Time:June 29, 2012 / 9:00 A.M 

Place/location of drill:ICEHS-Santiago Annex Covered Court / School Ground 

Drill Implementer:Mr. ArnelBendejo, FO1 ReneboyMaglangit, FO1 Mark Anthony Omococ 

 

 
 

 


